Abstract: A Differential Evolution (DE) is introduced to predict the parameters of the soil water retention curve (SWRC) and it is configured for reliability and efficiency with the Unsaturated Soil Hydraulic Property Database (UNSODA). The main investigated dataset is 235 samples from lab_drying_h-t table and the testing shows that the data resource is reliable and steady. Some specific statistical computations are designed to investigate the convergence speed and the fitness precision of DE, different measurements of hydraulic data, and parametric characteristics of textural groups. The statistical results on UNSODA show that DE has higher performance in parameter fitness and time saving than some previous optimization methods and the statistical values of soil water retention parameters (SWRP) can be directly applied in the agricultural research and practice.
Introduction
The Van Genuchten model (vG model) describes the soil-water content-pressure head curve and the closed-form relative hydraulic conductivity expression in unsaturated soils derived from the predictive conductivity models of Burdine or Mualem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . At the beginning, Genuchten numerically obtained the residual soil-water content θ r (cm 3 cm −3 ) , scaling parameter α (>0, in cm −1 ) inversely proportional to the air entry pressure, and the pore-size distribution index n (>1) by the semi-analytical and semi-graphical method and the nonlinear least-squares curve-fitting method while the saturated soil-water content θ s and the saturated hydraulic conductivity K s were measured experimentally [3] . The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K r was predicted well in the cases of Hygiene sandstone, Touchet Silt Loam G.E. 3, Silt Loam G.E.3 and Guelph Loam, but Beit Netofa Clay was not well predicted [3] . It is difficult to estimate SWRPs because of the spatial and temporal variability of the soil hydraulic properties in the field. In addition, pedotransfer functions (PTF) help to convert the directly-measured data from soil survey (e.g., field morphology, soil texture, structure, pH, etc.) into estimates of soil hydraulic parameters [6] [7] [8] [9] . Five hierarchical neural network PTFs fulfilled this conversion in vG model from different levels of input data in Unsaturated Soil Hydraulic Property Database (UNSODA), and the neural network analyses combining with the bootstrap method generated uncertainty estimates of the predicted hydraulic properties and statistically appraised the reliability of the predictions [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Some quasi-physical models have estimated the SWRC according to the shape similarity between SWRC and the cumulative particle-size distribution [16] [17] [18] .
The fractal geometry model can mathematically and physically describe porous media and build functional relationships between the water content and the matric potential. It has three SWRC types based on the fractal organization of soil structure: fractal mass, fractal surface and fractal pore-size distribution [19] [20] [21] [22] . Ghanbarian et al. [23] used a relationship between the pore size distribution index of the Brooks and Corey model (BC model) and the fractal dimension of SWRC to evaluate two approaches for estimating parameter m in vG model [3] and the statistical parameters showed that the approach proposed by Lenhard et al. [24] provided better estimates of m.
The predictions of parameters in SWRC are severely restricted by the experiment method and data. The accurate identification of SWRP (θ r , α and n) and hydraulic conductivity made demand on cumulative outflow as input data in the one-step pressure outflow experiments and the initial parameter evaluation to be reasonably close to their true values [25, 26] . An integral method with Richards' equation and the closed-form equations of soil hydraulic properties was used to estimate α and n if both infiltration and wetting front with time in a horizontal absorption experiment were recorded and it then provided a transient water flow approach to estimate SWRC instead of the usual equilibrium method [27, 28] .
UNSODA is a database with unsaturated soil hydraulic properties and other soil information [14] . UNSODA version 1 consists of 791 and version 2 of 790 soil materials with water retention, saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity data measured in the field or laboratory, as well as particle size distribution and bulk density data. Each soil material has an identifier code, the minimum is 1010, the maximum is 4960, the soil material with same identifier code in one table is defined as a sample, and the data size of a sample is the number of data records with the same identifier code in one table. The data of each soil material are classified to different tables as a consecutive series of records with the same identifier code according to three hierarchic levels: measurement methodology (filed or lab); hydraulic drainage curve (drying or wetting); data relationship (preshead-conductivity, preshead-θ, θ-diffusivity or θ-conductivity). For instance, there are 700 soil samples with available preshead-θ paired data and 90 samples missing data in the lab_drying_h-t table. Kosugi developed a general conductivity model for soils with lognormal pore-size distribution based on the Mualem-Dagan pore-scale model and two predictive methods reducing the average prediction error more than 77% compared with the Burdine and Mualem predictive models with use of 200 soil samples in UNSODA [29, 30] . UNSODA was the database of Neural network analysis, bootstrap method and ROSETTA model implementing five PTFs for hierarchical estimation of the soil water retention and the saturated or unsaturated hydraulic conductivity [10] [11] [12] .
DE invented by Kenneth Price and Rainer Storn is a very simple population based, stochastic function minimizer for continuous function optimization and optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality [31] [32] [33] . The crucial idea behind DE is a scheme for generating trial parameter vectors. Basically, DE adds the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third vector. DE optimizes a problem by maintaining a population of candidate solutions and creating new candidate solutions by combining existing ones according to its simple formulae, and then keeping whichever candidate solution has the best score or fitness on the optimization problem at hand. It has become a popular optimization method widely used in Informatics, Thermodynamics, dynamic systems, etc., and it is already integrated in Mathematica and MATLAB. At present, we mainly focus on the compatibility and adaptation of DE and UNSODA.
In this paper, we will show how to generate different datasets from UNSODA, estimate the SWRPs in vG model on each dataset, and obtain more reliable statistical results with DE. First we will correctly configure and test DE with UNSODA; then we will design statistical computations to estimate SWRPs and compare with previous algorithms and results; finally we will present the SWRP tables which can be referred directly by agricultural research and practice.
Differential Evolution
DE is a parallel direct search method which utilizes NP D-dimensional parameter vectors x i,G (i = 1, 2, · · · , NP) as a population for each generation G and it consists of 4 basic steps: initialization, mutation, crossover and selection [31, 33] . N p is the number of parameters to be optimized.
Initialization
The initial vector population is randomly selected and should cover the entire parameter space assuming a uniform probability distribution for all random decisions. If a preliminary solution is ready, the initial population might be generated by adding normally distributed random deviations to the nominal solution,
where D is the dimension of parameter vector, and x max and x min are the lower and upper bounds of the parameter vectors x i,G .
Mutation
DE adds the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third one in order to generate new parameter vectors. For each target vector x i,G (i = 1, 2, · · · , NP), a mutant vector is generated by
where the mutually different random indexes r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ∈ {i = 1, 2, · · · , NP} are different from the running index i, and F ∈ [0, 2] is a constant factor which controls the amplification of the differential variation (x r 2 ,G − x r 3 ,G ).
Crossover
Crossover is to increase the diversity of the perturbed parameter vectors. The mutated vector's parameters are mixed with the parameters of another predetermined vector, i.e., the target vector, to yield a trial vector
where
In Equation (4) 
Selection
To decide whether or not it should become a member in generation G + 1, the trial vector u i,G+1 is compared to the target vector x i,G using the greedy criterion. If u i,G+1 yields a smaller cost function value than x i,G , x i,G+1 is set to u i,G+1 in the next generation G + 1; otherwise, the old value x i,G is retained to x i,G+1 .
Moreover, the iteration termination conditions of the main algorithm in DE are relevant to the fitness effect and the convergence precision, and we adopt some usual methods: Maximum Evolution Generation (MEG), Maximum Number of Iterations (MIT) or some given objective value (GOV) for RMSE w .
During the test and selection of algorithms, we found that DE can get higher precision and faster speed mainly depends on such characteristics: random initialization without predetermined initial parameter values, vector-based computation, global optimization and evolution strategy. Some algorithms, e.g., neural network, support vector regression, genetic algorithms, do not include all these characteristics or are not easily implemented in pSWRP estimation [6] [7] [8] [9] [19] [20] [21] [22] [35] [36] [37] .
Fitting Soil Water Retention Parameters to Hydraulic Data
The soil water retention function in vG model is given by
where m = 1 − 1/n, and θ(h) is the volumetric water content (cm 3 cm −3 ) at the pressure head h (cm, taken positive). The dimensionless effective water content is
The objective function that is minimized for fitting SWRC, i.e., Equation (5) to the prehead-θ data in UNSODA and then gets the optimized SWRPs is
where θ i and θ i are the measured and the estimated water contents respectively, N w is the number of measured water retention points for each sample and is taken as the data size of a sample in computation, and p is the parameter vector (θ r , θ s , α, n). θ i is from UNSODA, and θ s and θ i will be calculated by DE. The goodness of fit of Equation (5) is quantified with the root mean square error:
N p is the number of parameters to be optimized. Results of Equation (8) will be presented as averages for each textural group or for the investigated dataset and also be taked as an iteration termination condition in programming [12] .
Before we apply DE to estimate SWRPs, it is necessary to configure DE correctly: choose an appropriate dataset from UNSODA for specific task, balance the convergency and time consumption, and evaluate the control variables.
• The choice of dataset. There are four tables about preshead-θ data in UNSODA: field_drying_h-t, field_wetting_h-t, lab_drying_h-t and lab_wetting_h-t. There are 127 samples in field_drying_h-t Tables 1 and 2 show: The RMSE w mean of dataset 1 becomes numerically stable at MEG = 400 and dataset 2 at MEG = 200; the RMSE w maximum of dataset 1 is 14 times of the mean, and only 3 times for dataset 2; the discrepancy between RMSE w maximum and minimum of dataset 1 is 3 times of dataset 2; the RMSE w mean of dataset 2 is 20% higher than dataset 1; the means of loop times are different only at MEG ≥10,000; the minimum loop times of dataset 2 is 4∼5 times of dataset 1. The above differences of RMSE w and loop times between datasets 1 and 2 lie in: Because the dataset 2 is completely from lab_drying_h-t table and the data size of any sample in dataset 2 is not less than 6, the data quality will be higher and the statistical characteristics are more homogeneous.
• The iteration termination. DE is globally convergent, the convergence speed will become slower, RMSE w will not decrease for long time after reaching certain relatively steady value, and this value can be taken as a numerical convergence value (NCV). MEG or MIT shall satisfy that every sample in dataset can reach a NCV. The loop times that a sample takes to reach its own NCV is called the actual loop times and it should be less than MEG. The NCVs of RMSE w mean in Tables 1 and 2 can be respectively taken as 0.0106∼0.0107 and 0.0121∼0.0122 while means of loop times remarkably increase with MEG. In Table 2 , RMSE w becomes stable at MEG = 200, but the corresponding mean loop times 197 is close to MEG and it can not ensure that some samples already get NCV when MEG and mean loop times are close. Therefore it is ideal to set MEG = 1000 or above as an iteration termination condition according to the first and the sixth columns in Table 2 . If a sample reaches GOV, the iteration will terminate. Hence we utilize both MEG and GOV as the termination conditions in DE programming.
• The relationship between the loop times and the data size of a soil sample. The data size is the number of data records of a soil sample, i.e., N w in Equation (3). In Table 3 , MEG = 10,000; in the minimum case of soil samples, the loop times is the minimum for all samples, and the maximum likewise; number is the count of the minimum or maximum cases; but the average data sizes, 13 and 12.23 of the minimum and the maximum cases are very close and it means that loop times are unrelated to data size; the maximum cases have much lower RMSE w mean and more loop times will get better fitness. It implies that DE time consumption depends on the convergency speed rather than the data size. Table 4 as MEG = 10,000: In dataset 2, different Crs do not generate evidently different estimates of water retention parameters; compared with dataset 2, the estimation differences in dataset 3 can not be ignored except θ r and RMSE w . It means the value of Cr is not crucial to the parametric estimation in UNSODA if the dataset is big enough and this conclusion can also be safely applied to other control variables and even the initial values of parameters.
After DE configuration and implement, we now apply it to predict the SWRPs of different soil texture groups and investigate its computation speed and goodness of fit. The composition of dataset 2 with 235 samples is: 112 sands, 37 loams, 55 silts and 31 clays. This composition is different from that used by Schaap and Leij [12] , and Schaap et al. [13] . We think that UNSODA version 2 has been updated from version 1. We will examine this viewpoint by comparing the results in Table 5 with Table 1 in Schaap and Leij [12] : Most estimates of parameters θ r , θ s , lg(α), lg(n) and even their standard deviations in the first row of two tables for two datasets are close and the highest relative difference is only 3%; however, θ s of sands, lg(α) of loams, θ r and lg(n) of loams, silts and clays in both tables appear different and their relative differences are more than 12%. According to this comparison, we can confirm that the dataset 2 and the dataset used by Schaap and Leij [12] have selected the samples with the same 235 identifier codes, but the compositions are different: some soil materials have been reclassified to another textural groups in UNSODA version 2. RMSE w s in the first 4 rows of Table 5 are almost 0.001 and is one order of magnitude lower than the values in Table 1 [12] , which indicates SWRP estimates by DE are improved after grouping soil texture. The higher-precision prediction and fit of DE are also found in the comparison with nonlinear least-squares curve-fitting method or damper least square method [12] . Plant stresses (drought stress, flood stress) are related to θ r and θ s , and tensile and shear modulus and the constitutive variables of soil to lg(α) and lg(n). Table 5 indicates that soil texture should be taken into the agriculture engineering and the precaution of geological disasters.
The first hierarchic level in UNSODA is the measurement methodology, field or lab. Dataset 3 has only 26 of 235 designated identifier codes with available data in field_drying_h-t table. The samples with the same 26 identifier codes in lab_drying_h-t table are called dataset 4. We can compare the field and lab measurements by dataset 3 and dataset 4 in Table 6 : RMSE w of field is 10 times of the lab; the field and lab values of θ r and lg(n) are evidently different, but θ s and lg(α) otherwise; the standard deviation of each entry in the lab row are much smaller than the field one. Theses results verify again that the data gotten from lab measurement are more steady and accurate. Table 5 . Average hydraulic parameters for each soil textural group with standard deviations in parentheses. 
Results and Discussion
In Section 3, DE has already applied to estimate SWRPs after the dataset filtering, DE and UNSODA configuring and the statistical calculation compiling, and we have gotten some significant results from the calculation and Tables 1-6: The dataset composed of the designated 235 identifier codes in lab_drying_h-t table is more appropriate for statistical research and the results based on this dataset are credible; the data size of a soil sample has no direct relationship with the actual loop times in DE main iteration; the different values of control variables will not produce evident change on the average estimates of SWRPs if the dataset is big enough; the average RMSE w s of dataset 2, sands, loams and silts groups are almost one order of magnitude lower than some previous optimization methods, and DE has higher precision and better fitness; the estimates of θ s and lg(α) from field and lab measurements are close, and θ r and lg(n) otherwise; parameter estimates on the whole dataset 2 are close to the dataset used by Schaap and Leij [12] , but there appear differences on the estimates of θ r and lg(n) of loam, silt and clay groups; θ r has showed different change trend from other parameters in statistical process.
The convergence speed is a fascinating issue when using database. It is already shown that there is no evident relationship between the loop times and the data size of a soil sample in Table 3 . In Table 7 : a and b represent two program runnings with the same MEG so that we can estimate the effect of stochastic factors in DE; the first column is actual loop times and the second is RMSE w under same MEG. Loop times change irregularly while RMSE w s maintain steady in a and b runnings under the same MEG; the sample with identifier code = 2763 has 13 pairs of data and gets the minimum loop times 240, and the sample with identifier code = 2660 has 12 pairs of data and gets the maximum loop times 19,999 when MEG = 20,000 a, b; in the row of code = 2763, RMSE w = 0.017, but the actual loop times are extraordinarily higher when MEG = 5000 b and MEG = 20,000 a; in the row of code = 2660, the actual loop times fluctuate abruptly while RMSE w s swing in narrow range (0.012, 0.014), and the three smallest loop times 1117, 1982 and 1578 contrarily get the smallest RMSE w = 0.012790 under MEG = 3000 a, 3000 b and 5000 b. These statistical results in Table 7 seem to contradict to the common sense: Similar RMSE w s or similar data sizes of a sample should take similar loop times; smaller RMSE w should take more loop times. We guess that the stochastic factors (e.g., random seed, mutation step, crossover step, etc.) in DE might have considerable impact on the computation speed and the optimization efficacy. 
Conclusions
In this paper we first introduced UNSODA and DE, and then applied DE to estimate SWRPs in vG model based on UNSODA. We have configured DE and tested specific datasets in order to derive statistically tenable results. We have discussed the relationship between the data size of a soil sample and the actual loop times in the DE main iteration for reaching a NCV. Some specific statistical computations have been designed to select appropriate datasets and compare the parameter estimates between different values of control variables, different measurements or different textual groups, etc., and the calculation results shows that DE is capable to derive the values of soil water retention parameters from UNSODA, UNSODA is a reliable database for soil hydraulic property indices and statistical Tables 1-7 can be applied directly in agricultural research and practice.
We have also statistically analysed the factors on convergence or fitness as the fundamental issues of DE. The methods above are illuminative for correctly using UNSODA and DE, and the conclusions are valuable for soil hydraulic parameters. In the future, We will predict SWRC and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity expression together with basic or advanced forms of DE, explore some fundamental issues in DE in order to explain some basic problems in the determination of soil hydraulic parameters and then propose new algorithmic, survey or experimental methods.
